Introduction
============

MM is a genetically and clinically heterogeneous hematological cancer associated with a limited number of gene translocations into the immunoglobulin heavy chain locus of plasma cells (PC). In particular, CCND1, CCND3, c-MAF, MAFB and MMSET translocations influence prognosis and are used to classify patients into molecular subgroups.^[@b1-1050774]^ Genome sequencing studies have revealed considerable heterogeneity and genomic instability, a complex mutational landscape and a branching pattern of clonal evolution.^[@b2-1050774],[@b3-1050774]^ Epigenetic modifications including DNA methylation and histone modifications have been also related to MM pathophysiology.^[@b4-1050774]--[@b6-1050774]^ Patients with highly proliferative PC can also show genetic instability of the chromosome 1q arm and specially of the pericentromeric region 1q12 and of its immediate neighbor 1q21.^[@b7-1050774],[@b8-1050774]^ Amplification of 1q21, and possibly overexpression of genes lying in 1q21, parallel disease progression.^[@b8-1050774]^ However, no causal link between proliferation and 1q21 instability has yet been demonstrated, although overexpression of the histone chaperone gene ANP32E, in 1q21.2 and the cyclin-dependent kinase regulator CKS1B, in 1q21.3, is of poor prognosis in MM.^[@b9-1050774]^ More recently, ILF2, in 1q21.3, was proposed to be involved in the pathogenic role of 1q21 amplification by increasing DNA damage resistance.^[@b10-1050774]^ Nonetheless, other yet unidentified genes might participate in the pathogenicity of 1q21 gain.

Tumor PC clones show different levels of differentiation,^[@b11-1050774]^ suggesting that MM could originate either from B cells that do not fulfill a complete differentiation program, or from PC that partially dedifferentiate. Cell differentiation relies on the selective engagement of small genomic regions called enhancers which are bound by transcription factors (TF) controlling cell-specific transcriptional programs. As an early step of activation, enhancers undergo active DNA demethylation through iterative oxidation of 5mC into 5hmC, 5-formylcytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxyl-cytosine (5caC) by Ten-Eleven-Translocation (TET) enzymes and repair by the base excision repair machinery, including the T:G mismatch DNA glycosylase TDG which cleaves 5fC and 5caC.^[@b12-1050774]^ 5hmC has been mapped genome-wide in several cell differentiation models, including *in vitro* differentiation of human naive B cells (NBC) into plasmablasts (PB), where 5hmC accumulates at PC identity genes, as well as in mouse germinal center B cells.^[@b13-1050774]--[@b15-1050774]^ These studies showed enrichment in 5hmC at poised/active enhancers as well as in the body of highly transcribed genes. Despite the wealth of information on the genetics of MM, the epigenetics of this disease is still poorly described. Nonetheless, a recent genome-wide investigation of active chromatin regions showed that opening of heterochromatin is a hallmark of MM.^[@b16-1050774]^ In addition, interrogation of DNA methylation in MM cells revealed that, despite a global hypomethylation, their genome shows specific hypermethylation of enhancers that normally undergo complete demethylation during B-cell commitment and are bound by B-cell TF.^[@b17-1050774]^ Interestingly, the methylation levels of these enhancers were anti-correlated with expression levels of B-cell-specific TF in MM patients,^[@b17-1050774]^ suggesting that variations in tumor PC differentiation states could indeed be controlled through DNA methylation/demethylation mechanisms guided by specific TF. Here, we investigated the genome-wide distribution of 5hmC in tumor PC and, through the identification of MM-specific hydroxymethylated regions, evidenced new prognosis genes that might contribute to the understanding of this disease.

Methods
=======

Primary multiple myeloma cells
------------------------------

Bone marrow samples were collected after patients' written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and institutional research board approval from Montpellier University hospital. Patients' MM cells were purified using anti-CD138 MACS microbeads (Miltenyi Biotech, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). RNA and genomic DNA were extracted using Qiagen kits (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and their gene expression profile (GEP) obtained using Affymetrix U133 plus 2.0 microarrays as described.^[@b18-1050774]^ Plasma cell labeling index (PCLI)^[@b19-1050774]^ was investigated using BrdU incorporation and flow cytometry in 101 patients at diagnosis. Correlation between gene expression and PCLI was determined with a Spearman's test. We used publicly available Affymetrix GEP (Gene Expression Omnibus, accession number GSE2658) of a cohort of 345 purified MM cells from previously untreated patients from the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (UAMS, Little Rock, AR), termed in the following UAMS-TT2 cohort. These patients were treated with total therapy 2 including high-dose melphalan (HDM) and autologous stem cell transplant (ASCT).^[@b20-1050774]^ We also used Affymetrix data from the total therapy 3 cohort (UAMS-TT3; n=158; E-TABM-1138)^[@b21-1050774]^ of 188 relapsed MM patients subsequently treated with bortezomib (GSE9782) from the study by Mulligan *et al*.^[@b22-1050774]^

FDI-6 treatment of primary MM cells from patients
-------------------------------------------------

Bone marrow of patients presenting with previously untreated MM (n=6) at the University Hospital of Montpellier was obtained after patients' written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and agreement of the Montpellier University Hospital Centre for Biological Resources (*DC-2008-417*). Mononuclear cells were treated with or without graded concentrations of FDI-6 and MM cells cytotoxicity was analyzed using anti-CD138-phycoerythrin monoclonal antibody (Immunotech, Marseille, France) as described previously.^[@b5-1050774]^

Genome-wide mapping of 5hmC and bioinformatics
----------------------------------------------

5hmC was mapped by selective chemical labeling,^[@b23-1050774]^ coupled or not with exonuclease digestion,^[@b24-1050774],[@b25-1050774]^ of 10 μg of sonicated (Bioruptor, Diagenode) genomic DNA from MM patients or from MCF-7 cells. Libraries were obtained using the TruSeq ChIP Sample Prep Kit (Illumina), quantified using the KAPA library quantification kit (KAPA Biosystems) and 50 bp single end sequenced with HiSeq 1500 (Illumina). Reads were mapped to hg19 and processed as described.^[@b25-1050774]^ SCL-exo signal was normalized to the input signal. Principal component analyses (PCA) were run online with Galaxy (*<http://deeptools.ie-freiburg.mpg.de/>*) with 5hmC signal bined by 10 kb windows. Heatmap clustering of hydroxymethylated CpG was run online (*<http://cistrome.org/>*).^[@b26-1050774]^ Search for transcription factor binding site (TFBS) motifs surrounding hydroxymethylated CpG used the online Centdist tool^[@b27-1050774]^ in 600 bp windows centered on 5hmCpG. Annotation of 5hmCpG used GREAT.^[@b28-1050774]^ Oxidative bisulfite modification of gDNA and hybridization to Illumina 450K arrays were run as previously described.^[@b29-1050774]^ ChIP-seq data for H3K27ac in primary MM cells^[@b16-1050774]^ were downloaded from the European Nucleotide Archive database (*PRJEB25605*). Data were deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus database under accession number *GSE124188*.

A detailed description of additional methods is available in the *Online Supplementary Information.*

Results
=======

5hmC-enrichment partly recapitulates the molecular classification of MM
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

To better understand the relationship between DNA demethylation processes and cell identity in MM, we generated genome-wide maps of 5hmC in MM cells isolated from 11 patients belonging to different molecular subgroups, as well as for three human myeloma cell lines (HMCL), either by SCL-exo^[@b24-1050774],[@b25-1050774]^ or SCL-seq^[@b23-1050774]^ ([Figure 1A](#f1-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). In parallel, 10 MM samples were processed through the oxidative-bisulfite modification procedure and hybridized to Illumina 450K arrays (oxBS-450K).^[@b29-1050774]^ Annotation of 5hmC positive regions (40,586 CpG for oxBS-450K; 86,591 CpG for SCL-exo; 64,424 regions for SCL-seq) aggregated from all patients included in each procedure was run using GREAT.^[@b28-1050774]^ Results indicated that oxBS-450K did not generate meaningful information whereas SCL-exo and SCL-seq highlighted characteristics of PC biology such as endoplasmic reticulum stress, immune response, but also pathways which could be linked to MM, such as \"IRF4 target genes\"^[@b30-1050774]^ (*Online Supplementary Figure S1A*). Based on these annotation data, only SCL-exo and SCL-seq identified regions were further analyzed. Results were first compared to genome-wide 5hmC maps of NBC and PB previously generated by SCL-seq.^[@b14-1050774]^ PCA of the signal showed dispersion of the samples, suggesting variability between tumor hydroxymethylomes. Nonetheless, most MM hydroxymethylomes grouped closer to plasmablasts (PB than to NBC) ([Figure 1B](#f1-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). When running PCA only with MM patients from the MMSET, CCND1 and Proliferation groups, 3 clusters were observed (C1 to C3 [Figure 1B](#f1-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). These clusters gathered together patients from similar molecular groups, although two patients did not follow this rule (E12097 and E6068), indicating that molecular groups are probably heterogeneous in nature and that 5hmC maps can help refine molecular clustering. We next generated the union of significantly hydroxymethylated CpG (*P*\< 5e^-2^) overlapping between samples within each cluster. These 6,385 individual CpG were clusterized according to their 5hmC levels ([Figure 1C](#f1-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). The resulting heatmap evidenced two groups of CpG that were selectively more hydroxymethylated either in C1 patients (C\'1 cluster) or in C2 patients (C\'2 cluster). Analysis of motif enrichment for transcription factor binding sites in C\'1 and C\'2 and their comparison with motifs found in NBC and PB hydroxymethylated regions suggested that MM cells from C2 patients remain more differentiated than those from C1 patients. Indeed, the BLIMP1 (a major regulator of PC differentiation) motif was significantly enriched in C\'2 but not in C\'1 regions (*Online Supplementary Figure S1B*). Accordingly, functional annotation through GREAT showed that C\'2 regions associated with endoplasmic reticulum stress gene signature or IL-6 signaling, features of mature PC, whereas C\'1 regions did not ([Figure 1C](#f1-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, NOTCH, MYC, Cell Cycle and BCR signaling, which are more characteristic of proliferating and/or undifferentiated B cells, were significantly more associated with C\'1 regions than with C\'2 regions ([Figure 1C](#f1-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, the SUH and GLI motifs were also selectively enriched in C\'1 regions (*Online Supplementary Figure S1B*). Hence, C1 patients from the proliferation group probably have active NOTCH and SHH pathways, both important for proliferation of CD138^+^ MM cells.^[@b31-1050774]--[@b32-1050774]^ In addition, the binding motif for MEIS1, a known regulator of hematopoietic progenitor self-renewal,^[@b33-1050774]^ was also selectively enriched in C\'1 regions. Collectively, these data indicate that MM cells from the proliferation group have an under-differentiated phenotype and proliferation is likely to rely on a MEIS1/SUH/GLI transcription factor cocktail as well as MYC activity. These results also show that 5hmC is indeed indicative of the biological and clinical traits of patients and could be used to delineate groups with different characteristics.

![Analysis of the hydroxymethylome of multiple myeloma (MM). (A) Molecular classification of the patient samples analyzed in this study. HMCL indicates the names of cell lines derived from patient samples. The molecular groups are based on Zhan *et a*l.^[@b1-1050774]^ MM: multiple myeloma, BM: bone marrow, PCL: plasma cell leukemia. (B) Principal component analysis (PCA) of 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) distribution either in all MM patients, compared to naive B cells (NBC) and plas-mablast (PM) (left), or in the subset of MM patients from the CCND1, MMSET and proliferation groups. Clusters 1, 2 and 3 (C1, C2 and C3) group samples with similar 5hmC distribution. (C) Heatmap clustering of the SCL-seq signal in C1 to C3 patients at the union of overlapping 5hmCpG and functional annotation with GREAT of genes associated with C\'1 and C\'2 5-hydroxymethylated CpG(5hmCpG). For each annotation, the corresponding *P* value is indicated.](105774.fig1){#f1-1050774}

5mC oxidation targets MM plasma cell enhancers
----------------------------------------------

Investigating the genomic location of high confidence MM 5hmCpG (86,591 CpG, p\<1e^-5^) showed that they were mostly distributed in introns and distal intergenic regions and, as previously observed in NBC, PB and mouse activated B cells,^[@b14-1050774],[@b15-1050774]^ genes which were close to a 5hmC enriched region showed higher expression than genes which had no such region in their vicinity ([Figure 2A](#f2-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). We next considered the presence of these 5hmCpG in regions harboring different chromatin states (ChromHMM) and defined for the lymphoblastoid cell line GM12878 (a cell line used as a model of normal B cells) by the ENCODE consortium. In accordance with a proposed global opening of chromatin in MM cells and as already described for open chromatin regions in MM,^[@b16-1050774]^ and for MM hypomethylated CpG,^[@b17-1050774]^ MM 5hmCpG mainly reside in regions of heterochromatin in GM12878 cells (*Online Supplementary Figure S2A*). During differentiation of NBC into PB, genomic sites undergoing 5mC oxidation often bear histone marks of either commissioned (H3K4me1) or active (both, H3K27ac and H3K4me1) enhancers.^[@b14-1050774],[@b15-1050774]^ To investigate the relationship between 5mC oxidation and enhancers in MM, we next analyzed enrichment in H3K4me1 and H3K27ac from NBC, PC and MM cells around 5hmCpG detected in MM patients. Most MM 5hmCpG were found in PC and NBC H3K4me1-premarked genomic sites that become active in MM ([Figure 2B](#f2-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). We next investigated the presence of MM 5hmCpG in active enhancers and super-enhancers (SE) identified in the MM1.S HMCL.^[@b34-1050774]^ Most notably, 89.3% (275 of 308) of the active MM1.S SEs and 36% (2949 of 8285) of all active enhancers were enriched in 5hmCpG in MM (*Online Supplementary Figure S2B*), strongly suggesting a role for 5mC oxidation in the control of SE activity. Similar results were obtained when analyzing the overlap between 5hmCpG and U-266 enhancers and SE defined on the H3K27ac ChIP-seq signal from the Blueprint consortium (*not shown*). However, as exemplified for the KLF13 SE ([Figure 2C](#f2-1050774){ref-type="fig"}), the vast majority (98.5%, 271 of 275) of these MM1.S active SE were already marked with 5hmC in PB, indicating that these SE probably maintain a cell-of-origin identity in MM cells. Nonetheless, four SE showed a MM-specific hydroxymethylation profile, including 2 DEPTOR SE, MYC SE and GAS2 SE ([Figure 2C](#f2-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). DEPTOR and MYC are known to promote MM cell proliferation and survival^[@b4-1050774],[@b35-1050774]^ and, in support of our data, their SE were found to be specifically active in MM cells.^[@b16-1050774]^ GAS2 has not been associated with MM yet but it has been shown to be upregulated and to favor survival in chronic myeloid leukemia cells in correlation with hypomethylation of its promoter region.^[@b36-1050774],[@b37-1050774]^ When examined during NBC to PC differentiation (*Online Supplementary Figure S2C*) as well as in patients of the Arkansas MM cohort (*Online Supplementary Figure S2D*), GAS2 mRNA levels were detected in bone marrow plasma cells (BMPC) but found to be higher in MM cells. Furthermore, GAS2 overexpression impacted patient survival ([Figure 2C](#f2-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). Since GAS2 inhibits calpain proteases which degrade TET enzymes,^[@b38-1050774]^ it could thus play a central role in sustaining 5mC oxidation levels in MM cells. Overall, this analysis indicates that 5mC oxidation in MM occurs mainly in intronic enhancers and participates in the establishment of a myeloma-specific gene expression program.

![Genomic and epigenomic characterization of sites of 5-methylcytosine (5mC) oxidation in multiple myeloma plasma cells (MMPC). (A) CEAS^[@b31-1050774]^ analysis of the distribution of high confidence multiple myeloma (MM) 5hmCpG (n=86,591) and box plot comparing expression levels of genes associated or not with 5-hydrox-ymethylcytosine (5hmC) peaks in MM patients. (B) Heatmap representation of H3K4me1 and H3K27ac ChIP-seq signals at MM 5hmCpG. NBC and PC H3K4me1 data were from the Blueprint Consortium (*<http://dcc.blueprint-epigenome.eu/#/files>*), and MM H3K27ac data were downloaded from the European Nucleotide Archive (*PRJEB*25605). (C) Integrated genome browser (IGB) visualization of H3K4me1 from normal plasma cells (PC H3K4me1), 5hmC from *in vitro* naive B cells (NBC) and plasma cells (PC) differentiated plasmablasts (PB 5hmC), MM 5hmCpG and SCL-exo signal from E10025 at selected super enhancers active in MM1.S cells. The survival of patients from the Arkansas cohort classified as high (n=71) or low (n=343) GAS2 expression is shown on the right.](105774.fig2){#f2-1050774}

A MM-specific 5hmC signature identifies prognosis genes
-------------------------------------------------------

We next delineated a MM-specific 5hmC signature, independently of molecular subgroups, through first calling CpG that were hydroxymethylated (*P*\<1e^-5^) in at least 33% of the myeloma samples and not falling into genomic regions hydroxymethylated in PB (p\<1e^-2^), and second by iterative clustering of these CpG according to their hydroxymethylation signal both in MM patients and in PB. Hence, a cluster of 415 CpG uniquely hydroxymethylated in MM was obtained (*Online Supplementary Figure S3A*). A list of 29 genes, including BMP6 and FAM72D (*Online Supplementary Figure S3B*), associating with at least 3 of these hydroxymethylated CpG was next established and investigated for prognostic value in the UAMS-TT2 (n=256) and UAMS-TT3 (n=158) Arkansas cohorts (*<http://genomicscape.com/>*). Interestingly, around a quarter (7/29) of the 29 genes significantly associated with 5hmCpG were located at 1q21.1 (*P*=7.5e^-4^) whereas none were at 1q21.2 ([Figure 3A](#f3-1050774){ref-type="fig"} and *Online Supplementary Figure S3C-D*). Results showed that among these 29 genes, only six had no prognostic value (*P*\>0.05) in both analyzed cohorts ([Figure 3A](#f3-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). Others could be classified as either of good (n=4) or of poor (n=7) prognosis in both cohorts, as exemplified for FAM72D ([Figure 3B](#f3-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). Investigating the expression of these genes during the differentiation of NBC, poor prognostic genes were mostly expressed in pre-PB, whereas good prognostic genes were mainly expressed in non-proliferating cells (*Online Supplementary Figure S4*). Among the poor prognostic genes located on 1q21.1, *FAM72D* is a gene of unknown function which implication in MM biology has not yet been addressed. Of note, recent duplication events of the ancestral FAM72A gene led to the presence of four highly conserved *FAM72* genes in human (FAM72A ,B , C, D)^[@b39-1050774]^ which cannot be discriminated at the mRNA level (99% identity). Accordingly, \"*FAM72*\" is used thereafter when referring to expression data. *FAM72* expression levels correlated with 1q21 copy number, which is associated with poor outcome in MM (*Online Supplementary Figure S5A-B*). Importantly, *FAM72* expression levels correlated with 5hmC enrichment at the *FAM72D* locus (*Online Supplementary Figure S5C*) which was not biased by 1q21 amplification (*Online Supplementary Figure S5D*) and was associated with the presence of the enhancer histone modification H3K4me1 in normal plasma cells (*Online Supplementary Figure S5E*). Conversely to *BMP6* (*Online Supplementary Figure S4 and S5F*), expression of FAM72 was found to be higher in proliferative B cells, *i.e.* centroblasts and pre-PB (*Online Supplementary Figure S4*), as well as in the proliferation group (*Online Supplementary Figure S5G*). In accordance with a putative role of *FAM72* in stimulating MM cell proliferation, plasma cell labeling index (PCLI)^[@b19-1050774]^ was significantly correlated with *FAM72* expression in a cohort of 101 newly diagnosed MM patients ([Figure 3C](#f3-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). *PCLI* was also significantly correlated to *FOXM1* and *CKS1B* expression, but at a lower extent. No correlation was found between MM cell proliferation and *ANP32E* or *ILF2* expression ([Figure 3C](#f3-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). These data suggest that amplification of the 1q21 region, together with its hydroxymethylation, might affect cell proliferation in MM through enhancing *FAM72* expression.

![A multiple myeloma-specific hydroxymethylation signature uncovers new prognostic genes. (A) Genes associated with at least three MM-specific 5hmCpG were analyzed with Genomic-Scape 2.0 for their prognostic value in two cohorts of patients (Arkansas TT2 and TT3). Genes associated with good prognosis are indicated in green and genes associated with poor prognosis in red. The associated *P*-values are also indicated with the same color code. Cutoff was set at *P*=0.05. (B) Overall survival of patients from the TT2 Arkansas cohort expressing low (blue curves) or high (red curves) levels of *FAM72D* (lower panels). (C) Correlations between plasma cell labeling index (PCLI) scores and gene expression values in a cohort of 101 patients.](105774.fig3){#f3-1050774}

FAM72D Is involved in MM cell proliferation
-------------------------------------------

Examination of the top-12 FAM72 co-expressed (*P*\<0.05) genes during NBC differentiation into PC, highlighted *FOXM1*, a TF known to play a key role in MM cell proliferation^[@b40-1050774]^ ([Figure 4A](#f4-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, a strong correlation between *FOXM1* and *FAM72* expression was evidenced in MM samples and derived HMCL ([Figure 4A](#f4-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). ChIP-seq data from GM12878 lymphoblastoid cells indicated that *FOXM1* binds to the *FAM72* promoter (*Online Supplementary Figure S6A*), strongly suggesting that this TF directly regulates *FAM72* expression. In support of this hypothesis, *FAM72* hydroxymethylation levels were positively correlated with *FOXM1* expression (*Online Supplementary Figure S6B*). Comparison of *FOXM1* and FAM72 coexpressed genes in patients from the proliferation molecular MM subgroup revealed a significant overlap (86% of common genes) (*Online Supplementary Figure S6C*). Moreover, *FAM72* coexpressed genes were significantly associated with M phase cell cycle annotations (*Online Supplementary Figure S6D*). *FAM72* was significantly overexpressed in HMCL and MM cells compared to BMPC and monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS), underlining the link with MM cell proliferation (*Online Supplementary Figure S6E*). Furthermore, gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of expression data from patients with high *FAM72* expression and a poor outcome revealed a significant enrichment of genes related to proliferation, overexpressed in proliferating PB compared to mature BMPC and stem cell genes (*Online Supplementary Figure S7*). To study the biological function of *FAM72* overexpression in MM, the XG21 and XG23 HMCL were selected for their low level of endogenous *FAM72* expression (*Online Supplementary Figure S8A-C*). In fetal calf serum (FCS) free medium, *FAM72D* overexpression resulted in significant growth advantage and response to IL-6, a key MM growth factor ([Figure 4B](#f4-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). Similar results were obtained with overexpression of *FAM72* in *XG23* (*Online Supplementary Figure S8D*). These data support the recent characterization of *FAM72B* as an S/G2-M phase gene whose inactivation reduces cell proliferation in human fibroblasts.^[@b41-1050774]^ To test for a *FOXM1*-dependency of primary cancer cells as well as derived cell lines, FDI-6, a DNA binding inhibitor of *FOXM1*,^[@b42-1050774]^ was used. Primary MM cells were highly sensitive to *FOXM1* inhibition compared to bone marrow microenvironment cells ([Figure 4C](#f4-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). Overexpression of *FAM72D* in *XG21* cells partially counteracted FDI-6-induced cell death (*Online Supplementary Figure S8E*), suggesting that *FAM72D* mediates part of *FOXM1* effects on cell growth and survival.

![FAM72D regulates cell proliferation in multiple myeloma. (A) Analysis of *FAM72* co-expressed genes during B-cell differentiation in naive B cells (NBC), centroblasts (CB), centrocytes (CC), memory B cells (MBC), pre-plasmablasts (prePB), plasmablasts (PB), early plasma cells (early PC), and bone marrow plasma cells (BMPC). Only the Top-12 co-regulated genes are shown. FOXM1 ranked at position 11. Graph on the right shows the correlation between *FAM72* and *FOXM1* gene expression in the multiple myeloma (MM) patients and derived cell lines for which 5hmCpG were mapped by SCL-exo. (B) Proliferation assay of XG21 (blue bars) and XG21-FAM72D (orange bars) cells in the presence of increasing concentrations of IL-6. (C) Impact of increasing concentrations of the *FOXM1* inhibitor FDI-6 on the *in vitro* growth of bone marrow cells from MM patients (n=6).](105774.fig4){#f4-1050774}

In order to extend our findings to other cancer types, publicly available data were analyzed (*<http://www.cbioportal.org/>,43 <https://xenabrowser.net/heatmap/>*) and indicated (i) that amplification of 1q21 is a highly prevalent event in breast cancer (*Online Supplementary Figure S9A*) and (ii) a higher expression of *FAM72D* within mutated TP53 patients (*Online Supplementary Figure S9B*). In agreement with *FAM72D* genes being targets of *FOXM1*, inhibition of *FOXM1* in MCF-7 breast cancer cells has been shown to significantly reduce *FAM72D, FAM72A* and *FAM72B* expression.^[@b44-1050774]^ Hence, we next generated genome-wide maps of 5hmC in MCF-7 cells and observed that, as in MM cells, the upstream region of *FAM72D* was highly hydroxymethylated (*Online Supplementary Figure S9C*), suggesting a similar regulation of this gene between MM and breast cancer cells. To investigate a putative function of *FAM72D* in mitosis, *FAM72D* was knocked-down by transfection of siRNAs in MCF-7 cells and mitotic anomalies were analyzed. Data revealed that a reduction in *FAM72D* levels led to a higher occurrence of defects such as misaligned chromosomes, lagging chromatids and micronuclei (*Online Supplementary Figure S9D*), suggesting that *FAM72D* helps maintain mitotic fidelity.

High *FAM72* expression is associated with resistance to bortezomib and sensitivity to histone deacetylase/decitabine inhibitors (HDACi/DNMTi)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since *FAM72D* expression is associated with a poor outcome in MM, we investigated whether high *FAM72* expression could be related with drug resistance in MM. Correlating *FAM72* gene expression with response to conventional drugs (bortezomib, melphalan, lenalidomide, dexamethasone and panobinostat) in HMCL, we identified that high *FAM72* expression levels are associated with resistance to bortezomib (n=12, *P*=0.049) ([Figure 5A](#f5-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). These observations are consistent with the fact that high *FAM72* expression is associated with a poor prognosis in a cohort of patients at relapse treated by bortezomib monotherapy (Mulligan cohort, *Online Supplementary Figure S10A*). Conversely, no significant correlation was identified between *FAM72* expression and survival in a cohort of patients at relapse treated by dexamethasone monotherapy (*Online Supplementary Figure S10B*) and between FAM72 expression and *in vitro* HMCL response to melphalan, lenalidomide or dexamethasone (*not shown*). Of particular interest, high *FAM72* expression tended to be significantly correlated with a better response to panobinostat (n=10, *P*=0.061; *Online Supplementary Figure S10C*), suggesting that HDACi could have a therapeutic interest in *FAM72*^high^ myeloma patients associated with poor survival. Since a combination of both HDACi and DNMTi has been shown to reprogram HMCL cells,^[@b45-1050774]^ we next investigated the ability of the combined DNMTi and HDACi decitabine (5aza-dC) and trichostatin A (TSA) to regulate *FAM72* and *FOXM1* expression in HMCL. Data indicated that the combined treatment reduced, although to different extent, the expression of both genes in a majority of investigated cell lines ([Figure 5B](#f5-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, primary MM cells were treated with a similar combination (5aza-C and the HDACi SAHA) and their resistance to these drugs was inversely correlated to the expression of FAM72 and *FOXM1* ([Figure 5C](#f5-1050774){ref-type="fig"} and *Online Supplementary Figure S10D*). When considering *FAM72*^high^/*FAM72*^low^ and *FOXM1*^high^/*FOXM1*^low^ expressing cells, only FAM72^high^ samples remained significantly correlated with higher sensitivity to the HDCAi/DNMTi combination ([Figure 5C](#f5-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that high-risk patients overexpressing *FAM72* could benefit from treatment by a HDACi/DNMTi combination.

![*FAM72* expression levels predict multiple myeloma cell sensitivity to drugs. (A) 12 HMCL were cultured with graded concentrations of Boterzomib for four days and IC50 were calculated with mean values of five experiments determined on sextuplet culture wells. High *FAM72* expression (Affymetrix microarrays) was significantly correlated with resistance to bortezomib. (B) Histone deacetylase/decitabine inhibitors (HDACi/DNMTi) induce a significant downregulation of *FAM72* and *FOXM1* in multiple myeloma (MM). Nine HMCL were treated for seven days with decitabine (DNMTi) and TSA during the last 24 hours and gene expression was assessed using Affymetrix U133P microarrays. (C) *FAM72* expression predicts 5azacitidine/SAHA combination sensitivity of primary myeloma cells of patients. Mononuclear cells from tumor samples of 17 patients with MM were cultured for 4 days in the presence of IL-6 (2 ng/mL) with or without 2 μM 5azacitidine and 300 nM SAHA. At day 4 of culture, the count of viable MMC was determined using CD138 staining by flow cytometry. Samples from [Figure 6C](#f6-1050774){ref-type="fig"} and *Online Supplementary Figure S10C* were grouped as *FAM72*^high^ or low and *FOXM*^high^ or low and correlation coefficients between *FAM72* or FOXM1 expression and the percentage of living MM cells were calculated with GraphPad Prism.](105774.fig5){#f5-1050774}

Discussion
==========

Collectively, our data point to a prominent role of DNA demethylation events occurring at 1q21.1, and specially at the *FAM72D* locus, in MM biology and malignancy. One of the most common genetic features in MM linked to high-risk prognosis is the gain (three copies) or amplification (four and more copies) of part or all of the q arm of chromosome 1.^[@b46-1050774]^ Among the partial gains of 1q, 1q21 is particularly detected both in newly diagnosed (30%) and relapse (70%) cases. However, there is still no unifying picture explaining the functional role of the 1q arm amplification and its wide occurrence among high-risk patients. Interestingly, MM-like 1q alterations can be experimentally triggered by inhibiting DNA methylation. Indeed, 5aza-dC treatment of activated B cells leads to a decondensation of the 1q12 pericentromeric chromatin, a process that might enable local rearrangements of the 1q arm.^[@b47-1050774]^ Although DNA methylation levels are generally low in MM cells, residual methylation accumulates at specific sites^[@b17-1050774]^ and can still be erased by active demethylation through TET enzymes. Such mechanisms could play a role in disease progression provided that TET are targeted to the pericentromeric region of chromosome 1 and its adjacent region 1q21. Consistent with this idea, we show that one fourth of the genes associated with MM-specific hydroxymethylated regions lie within the 1q21.1 region. Among them, *FAM72D*, a gene encoding for a protein of unknown function, was shown here to enhance proliferation of MM cells. Whereas most mammals have only one copy of the *FAM72* gene, due to recent duplication events, four genes encode the human FAM72 proteins A to D.^[@b39-1050774]^ The *FAM72* genes are known to be overexpressed in cancer and favor tumorigenesis induced by the Epstein-Barr virus-derived latent membrane protein 1.^[@b48-1050774],[@b49-1050774]^ *FAM72* genes are highly expressed in *TP53* mutated cancer cells, whose growth has been shown to be dependent on *FAM72D*.^[@b50-1050774],[@b51-1050774]^ Interestingly, cancer cell growth dependency on *FAM72D* has also been demonstrated for cells with mutated or copy number variants of p300, p19Arf and CDKI2A,^[@b51-1050774]^ suggesting that *FAM72D* is required for the growth of different cancer types. Corroborating the tumorigenic potential of FAM72 proteins, two insertional mutagenesis screens in mouse identified the mouse *SRGAP2/FAM72A* locus as a driver of chronic myeloid leukemia progression and growth factor-independent leukemogenesis.^[@b52-1050774],[@b53-1050774]^ Hence, TET-mediated demethylation of the *FAM72D* upstream region is likely coupled to the proliferation potential of MM cells.

We have defined here a MM-specific hydroxymethylome that favors a survival/proliferation program relying, at least in part, on the cooperative actions of enhancers and super-enhancers controlling *FAM72D*, *GAS2, DEPTOR* and *MYC* expression ([Figure 6](#f6-1050774){ref-type="fig"}). In accordance with the observation that *FAM72* expression is predictive to the sensitivity of MM cells to different treatments, its evaluation in patients could help to tailor therapy.

![5-methylcytosine (5mC) oxidation at *FAM72D* enhancer and *GAS2, DEPTOR* and *MYC* super enhancers associate with multiple myeloma. 5mC oxidation in multiple myeloma (MM) cells occurs at super-enhancers (SE) and normal enhancers and as such participates in the establishment of an MM-specific transcription program and the maintenance of plasma cell identity. Several scenarios may lead to *FAM72D* overexpression in MM, including 1q21 gain/amplification, FOXM1 upregulation and DNA demethylation, and might combine in high risk MM to enhance survival and proliferation.](105774.fig6){#f6-1050774}
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